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ABSTRACT

It is very important to characterize the quality of a semiconductor material before it is
processed into a device. Diffusion length Lo, diffusion constant D and carrier lifetime r of minority
carriers are some of the parameters which play a vital role in determining the quality of a semicon-
ductor material. Recently Ahmed and co-workers have shown that by measuring the frequency
response of a time varying (elwf) light (or electron) beam one can determine all the important
parameters including the absorption coefficient of light and surface recombination velocity.

Here we propose a simple method by which one can obtain Lo, D and r separately from
measured phase shift of short circuit photo current at some modulation frequency w and at two
different wavelengths of incident light. It is suggested that the above procedure is particularly
suitable for inferring the temperature dependence of these parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently Ahmed and co-workers [1-5] have developed a general theory of a modulated
light beam (or electron beam) experiment in a semiconductor (or a p-n junction). They have shown
that from the measured response of space-dependent current density j(x,w) (or short circuit cur-
rent density jac( x, w)) at different modulation frequencies *, one can obtain separately all the im-
portant semiconductor material parameters (e.g. diffusion length Lo, diffusion constant D, carrier
lifetime r, surface recombination velocity S and absorption coefficient of light a). These param-
eters are needed to characterize the quality of material before it is processed into a device. Most
of the earlier workers (for detailed references of earlier work see Refs.4 and 5) have measured the
phase shift of shon circuit current jiC at certain modulation frequencies u> and obtained the values
of r and/or D using different limiting expressions for the phase shift 6BC. Here we propose a simple
and accurate procedure by which one can obtain both the amplitude attenuation coefficient a(w)
and phase shift per unit distance £(u>) from measured values of 6SC at some u for two different in-
cident light beams of wavelengths \\ andA2. Oncea(w) and£(w) are known, one can construct
quantities like k2(= a2(u) - £2(W)),G2(= 2a(w)J(w)) andcr(w)/fcj) which directly deter-
mine the desired parameters Lo, D and r. Knowing the temperature dependence of 6SC and hence
k2, a2 and a2 jk^, the temperature dependence of Lo, D and T can be easily inferred. The detailed
results of theoretical simulation of the experiment based on the present procedure (curves showing
frequency and temperature dependence of 6SC, a, £, kl, o1 and a2 /kl etc.) will be reported in a
forthcoming publication.

2. PHASE RESPONSE OF A p-n JUNCTION TO A TIME VARYING (eiut)

INCIDENT LIGHT

If a monochromatic time varying (e>wt) light is incident on the free surface of a p-n
junction, the diffusion equation for the frequency dependent minority carrier density <5n(z,uj) (in
the p region) may be written as **

) (1 i

where

(2)

and other symbols are the same as defined in Ref.5. p, the inverse relaxation length, is written as

* Here light beam is modulated externally by means of a chopper.
** All the pertinant assumptions underlying the present analysis have been given in Ref.5.



where a(w) and £(w) are the amplitude attenuation coefficient and phase shift per unit distance
respectively. The short circuit current density is given by

\ (4)

where q is the charge of minority carriers and d is the thickness of the p-region. The phase 6sc(u>)
can then be defined as

'f^i^i} (5)
One can easily show that 6ac(u>) can be written in terms of a(w) and £(w) as [4, 5]

(6)

This is a very useful and convenient form of phase shift and one can use it to obtain quite

accurate values of LQ , D and r.

3. DETERMINATION OF Lo , D AND r

If we measure the phase shift at some modulation frequency w using light beams of two
different wavelengths (hence different absorption coefficients), we can write

tan e^iu) = £(u>) (7)
ai + ( )

and

Q2 + a(w)

One can easily obtain from Eqs.(7) and (8), the following expressions for a(w) and

_ Q2 tan BsA(u) - QI tan 63Ci(u)
aK"} tan 0 i c l(u;)-tan

and
tan gaei(uj)tan

(8)

Therefore, we note that knowing 6ac\ and 6ac2 at two different absorption coefficients ci and ai,

one can obtain a(u) and £(ui).

Knowing a ( u ) and f(w), quantities like kl,o2 and CT2/AO and hence the parameters
LQ,D and T can be determined using the following relations:



LJ), (10a)

and

T=~~ (10c)

From the above we note that using the present simple scheme one can determine both a(u>) and
£(w) and the important material parameters (Lo,D and r). It may be mentioned that from earlier
methods (see Ref.5), it is not possible to obtain all the above parameters separately from phase shift
measurements.

4. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF Lo, D AND r

We believe that the above method is particularly useful for inferring the temperature
dependence of Lo, D and r. Knowing the temperature dependence of 6sc(ui), one can find out the
temperature dependence of quantitities like <*( w), £(u>), k2, a2 and a2 /k2 (and hence of Lo , D
and T) in both low ( U T < 1) and high (WT > 50) frequency regions. It is proposed to simulate the
experimental curves by calculating the frequency and temperature dependent values of 6SC (Eq.(6))
in materials for which values of Lo, D and r are available at different temperatures, preferably
both at low and high temperatures. Efforts would then be made to fit these curves (which may be
regarded as experimental curves) with some semi-emperical relations involving different powers
ofr.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Here we have shown that from measured phase shift at some modulation frequency u
and at two different wavelengths of incident light Xi and \2 (corresponding absorption coefficients
oi and 02), one can obtain the parameters Lo, D and r separately. It may be noted that the present
method requires the measurement of phase shift (&K) of the short circuit current density only. It has
also been pointed out that the present method is particularly suitable for inferring the temperature
dependence of these parameters.
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